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where is the sanctity of poetry
if the roadside child still dreams
of the purity of morning
of the beauty of rainbows 
the father recites the verses in lengths 
to ensure his entry to heaven at the zenith of noon

what is there to a poem
if the private parts of the whore 
continue to be ruptured and ta ered
and the price of a cup of coff ee 
is more 
than the worth of a thousand words in poetry

and the children of negroes in Africa 
the untouchables by the roadsides 
die like mad dogs 
whose fate is like that of the carcass of pigs

forgive me, poetry
for having lost faith in you
in fact, I am still staring 
at your manliness
challenging you
to break yourself

F ,  

2 September 19772
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if what i say hurts you
then that is what i intend
because i like to tell stories
exposing harlotry as it is
right before our very eyes
tales of a friend who is hurt
in the speeches of treacherous leaders
and if there is still morning crawling in
together with the elegance of fl ower petals
or as sweet as virgins breathing musk 
then we are no longer a family
our chests ro en oozing out vinegar 
together with the pale faces of roadside labourers
and the face of artists who conceal 
their linen washed in public
or the children of poverty with fi lthy scabies 
the pus oozing out of the crotch 
of an old whore
have compelled me to write poems of damnation
as a lover of a drug addict
as a friend of a trishaw-puller 
though not as melodious as the songs of the palace
my poems are songs of the destitute 
the hums of the hungry
the tears of the wretched
who have lost everything
at dawn with an indistinct tinge of blue
soaked in dew on the blue petals of pomegranate 
the call to prayers reverberates 
love and longing overlap
and the moon falls on the tip of the jambu tree.

P  

B M
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a woman is
a loose creature
everywhere
at the river
at the lips
in the eyes
black slime
drips 
a woman is
a loose creature
everywhere
willing
crotch
lips
meat
and bones
handled with violence
when the azan is called
the slime answers
closing the slit of pleasure
willing and consent
to kill a child resting in the womb.

W

M F, August 1974
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An old dog without colour
died a er being run over by a car
the pale moon licks it.

An old dog
at the blooming petals of frangipani
whose love are the angels.

An old dog like us
mute without voice
since the mother was violated, in the open.

An old dog, over there
in the stone hills. Your people wait 
without ge ing weary.

An old dog gets run over by a car
the pale moon licks
the blood as bi er as a sprig of frangipani.

An old dog gets run over by a car
like us
maggots and fl ies his friends
colourful love. Red smudged with purple.

A  

B M, 1973
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the dew that envelops the tranquil morning 
sends forth its chill
to a million frangipani petals
and a thousand wings of memories
and birds of dawn
mating
craving for a love of ancient yesteryear
craving for a kiss from a virgin’s lips bearing smiles
and that dew
disappears swi ly and silently
without anyone knowing
its departure to the sky laden with memories
without anyone understanding
its merging with the world
and its wedding with the night.

D
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 e New Malay would hold sacred history’s dignity
know the defi nition of faith and love the tapestry of belief
oppose myth and uphold conviction of belief
rubbish superstition and oppose confl ict.

 e New Malay does not merely look smart in ties
but will struggle with their Mother Tongue
accented English, mildly amusing
great at dancing and cavorting
great at ingratiating and toadying.

 e New Malay is actually the people’s intellectual
adorned with kris and tanjak but a graduate nonetheless
graceful but a fi rm advocate
when insulted or fi nding their fate suppressed.

 e New Malay knows his people’s struggles
neither arrogant nor rapacious
willing to sacrifi ce blood and even tears
in the name of the people and humanity.

 e New Malay is not judged by style or looks
palatial grounds or automobiles from seven continents
but discards the culture of his people
and ashamed of his roots.

 e New Malay is actually a gallant advocate
a virtuous engineer
a doctor of excellent character
an intelligent delegate of the people.

N 
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 e New Malay is a theologian who opposes hypocrisy,
an ultimate warrior, a champion of democracy,
a devout Muslim, virtuous and true
who knows the value of dreams and destiny
elegantly weaving history oh so adroitly.

 e New Malay is not judged by looks or style
arrogant scoundrels to its ancestry
denigrating dreams and mother’s hurt
sans grassroots and colonnades
oblivious to anguish and their own history.

 e New Malay is actually a reshuffl  er of old cultures
binding alliances across mankind
rejecting the seduction of throne, power and riches
opposing rams and heinous cultures
rejecting unconditional surrender to fate.

 e New Malay is not just in name
all haughty, decrying the tears of a people
the New Malay exists on a full moon
upon fl eeting souls and heroics of mankind
upon the glimmer of devotion on a rainbow at dusk
upon absolute truth of nine full moons.


